Rebecca Quilt

Designed by Annemarie Yohnk of Quilts Remembered™
Featuring the Rebecca Collection by Mary Koval
Size: 54” x 54”

Check www.windhamfabrics.com Free Project section to see if there are any pattern updates before you start your quilt
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Rebecca Quilt
Designed by Annemarie Yohnk of Quilts Remembered™
Featuring the Rebecca Collection by Mary Koval
Size: 54” x 54”

Fabric Requirements
(Unless Stated – Fabrics are from the Rebecca Collection by Windham/Baum Fabrics)
2 Yards – Background #1 – Mary’s Blenders #32036-13 Tan
⅔ Yard – Background #2 – #35343-2 Tan
⅔ Yard – Background #3 – #35349-2 Tan

Stars
⅔ Yard – #35345-4 Red Stripe
⅔ Yard – #35345-3 Brown Stripe
½ Yard – #35344-3 Brown Large Floral (Also used in Border)
½ Yard – #35344-1 Purple Large Floral (Also used in Border)
½ Yard – #35346-4 Red Small Floral
½ Yard – #35346-1 Purple Small Floral

Square-in-a-Square
⅔ Yard – #35343-1 Purple Tone on Tone
½ Yard – #35343-X Multi Print

Border
½ Yard – #35347-1 Purple Moiré
½ Yard – #35347-4 Red Moiré
3⅜ Yard Backing
⅛ Yard Binding - #35347-5 Rose Moiré

NOTE: ¼” seam allowance included in all measurements. Pattern instructions are for rotary cutting and machine piecing.
Cutting  (42” is the approximate width of fabric)
*Please use storage bags to stay organized. Label each bag with the quilt part noted in parentheses.

- **Background #1** (Mary’s Blenders #32036-13 Tan)
  - Cut 13 – 2” x 42” strips (small stars)
  - Sub-cut 96 – 2” squares
  - Sub-cut 96 – 2” x 3½” rectangles

- Cut 9 – 3½” x 42” strips (large star units)
  - Sub-cut 32 – 3½” squares
  - Sub-cut 32 – 3½” x 6½” rectangles

- Cut 1 – 2½” x 42” strip (small corner square-in-a-squares)
  - Sub-cut 8 – 2¼” squares. Cut squares on the diagonal once.

- **Background #2** (#35343-2 Tan) & Background #3 (#35349-2 Tan)
  - Cut 2 – 4½” x 42” strips from both fabrics (large square-in-a-squares)
  - Sub-cut 16 – 4½” squares from each fabric. Cut squares on the diagonal once.

- **Red Stripe** (#35345-4) & **Brown Stripe** (#35345-3)
  - Cut 5 – 2” x 42” strips from both fabrics (6” star points)
  - Sub-cut 48 – 2” squares from each fabric

- **Brown Large Floral** (#35344-3) & **Purple Large Floral** (#35344-1)
  - Cut 2 – 3½” strips from both fabrics
    - Sub-cut 12 – 3½” squares from each fabric (star centers)
    - Sub-cut 4 – 3½” x 6½” rectangles from each fabric (border)
  - Cut 2 – 2” x 42” strips from both fabrics (border)

- **Red Small Floral** (#35346-4) & **Purple Small Floral** (#35346-1)
  - Cut 3 – 3½” x 42” strips from both fabrics (large star point units)
    - Sub-cut 32 – 3½” squares from each fabric

- **Purple Tone on Tone** (#35343-1)
  - Cut 1 – 4½” x 42” strip (6” square-in-a-square)
    - Sub-cut 8 – 4½” squares
  - Cut 1 – 2½” x 14” strip (3” square-in-a-square)
    - Sub-cut 4 – 2½” squares

- **Multi Print** (#35343-X)
  - Cut 1 – 4¼” x 42” strips OR Fussy Cut 8 – 4½” squares (6” square-in-a-square)
    - Sub-cut 8 – 4¼” squares from strip

- **Purple Moiré** (#35347-1) & **Red Moiré** (#35347-4)
  - Cut 2 – 2” x 42” strips from both fabrics (border)

- **Rose Moiré** (#35347-5)
  - Cut 2” wide strips on the diagonal (bias) to total approximately 225”.
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Construction (Arrows indicate pressing direction)

6” Stars
Collect: Background #1 96 - 2” squares, 96 - 3½” x 6½” rectangles, Red & Brown Stripe 96 - 2” squares (48 each color), Brown & Purple Large Floral 24 - 3½” squares (12 each color).

Flying Geese units (Star Points)
- Draw a line corner to corner on the wrong side of all red & brown stripe squares. Be mindful of stripe direction. Pair stripe square right sides together with background #1 rectangles. Sew on the drawn line. Cut as per diagram and press toward stripe fabric. Repeat per diagram. Sew 48 identical flying geese units of each fabric combination.

- Match brown stripe flying geese units with Purple Large Floral 3½” center squares.
- Match red stripe flying geese units with Brown Large Floral 3½” center squares.
- Sew and press per diagram.
- Make 12 – 6½” (6” finished) stars of each combination.

12” Star Units
Collect: Background #1 32 – 3½” squares & 32 – 3½” x 6½” rectangles, Red Small Floral & Purple Small Floral 32 – 3½” squares of each.
- Repeat flying geese construction shown above.
- Pair and sew 16 identical Red Small Floral flying geese units with 6” red stripe stars.
- Pair and sew 16 identical Purple Small Floral flying geese units with 6” brown stripe stars.
- Sew and press per diagram.
- Make 4 – 12½” (12” finished) stars of each combination

6” & 3” Square-in-a-Squares
Collect: Background #2 - 32 triangles & Purple Tone-on-Tone 8 – 4¾” squares. (Use these fabrics together)
Background #3 - 32 triangles & Multi Print 8 – 4¾” squares. (Use these fabrics together)
- Sew and press per diagram. Trim to 6½” square.
- Make 8 – 6½” (6” finished) square-in-a-square blocks of each combination.

Collect: Background #1 - 16 triangles & Purple Tone on Tone 4 – 2½” squares.
- Sew and press per diagram. Trim to 3½” square.
- Make 4 – 3½” (3” finished) square-in-a-square blocks.
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Border:
Collect: Purple Moiré, Red Moiré, Brown Large Floral & Purple Large Floral 2 – 2” x 42” strips of each fabric.
- Sew the 2” strips of Purple Moiré & Purple Large Floral right sides together. Make 2 sets. Repeat for Red Moiré & Brown Large Floral as per diagram. Press toward Moiré. Sewn strips should measure 3½” wide.
- Sub-cut 12 – 3½” x 6½” units from each combination.

Quilt Top Assembly - (Follow the schematic numbering system to lay out your quilt top)
Block & unit numbers are as follows:
#1 – 12" Red Star
#2 – 12" Purple Star
#3 – 6” Red Stripe Star
#4 – 6” Brown Stripe Star
#5 – 6” Multi Sq.-in-a-Sq.
#6 – 6” Purple Tone on Tone Sq.-in-a-Sq.
#7 – 3” Purple Tone on Tone Sq.-in-a-Sq.
#8 – Red Moiré Border Unit
#9 – Purple Moiré Border Unit
#10 – Brown Large Floral Rectangle
#11 – Purple Large Floral Rectangle

Quilt is assembled in vertical rows.
Press the 1st row seams up, 2nd row down; continue alternating the row pressing. Press final vertical seams open.

Binding:
- Cut Binding on the diagonal 2” wide to total approximately 225”. Fold in half lengthwise and press. Stitch to front of quilt; fold around to back side, hand stitch to back side of quilt; mitering corners.

Congratulations on your finished quilt top!!!
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